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The Internet has evolved into the perfect medium for real estate 
shopping:  it’s quick, convenient and highly visual.  It’s interactive, 
social and provides access to almost unlimited information.    

So why hasn’t the message changed with the medium?  Why are 
real estate web sites still taking data from old databases like MLSs 
and simply dumping it onto the web for public consumption? 
Consumers spend most of the buyer-life cycle / home-buying 
experience online and most of that time they are unrepresented. 
Therefore, agents have to market properties directly to buyers and 
sellers. But most agents’ tactics are the same as if they are still just 
sharing info with other real estate agents.  

The MLSs (multiple listing services) are good for allowing sales 
agents to share their listings with other real estate professionals.  
But the information they share is primarily what other agents need 
to know about a property and is formatted for their use: picture 
quality is not important and the descriptive copy is jam-packed 
with real estate jargon and abbreviations. This is not content for 
consumer marketing.  

 

Yesteryear’s jalopy on today’s superhighway 

When the Web became popular and consumers started looking 
online for real estate information, the simplest solution was to make the data in the MLS 
available on the Web.  But very little about the information or the presentation changed.  It 
was still designed for agents’ use in helping to sell one others’ inventories.   And 
unfortunately, that remains the case today.  

In other words, data and images designed to fit a database that was intended for use only 
by real estate professionals have been let loose on the web.  An MLS is not a consumer 
marketing platform by any stretch of the imagination.  But millions of consumers are  
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essentially being subjected to them every day.  

Sure, MLS information provides consumers with some valuable data.  But in its traditional 
form, it doesn’t offer what online buyers are really looking for.  And it does not compare to 
consumers’ online experiences in nearly any other industry. The visual display, the 
descriptive text, finding the information on search engines, property search boxes, and even 
the search results are all relics from a bygone age of data processing. The entire consumer 
experience related to real estate marketing needs to be reworked for the 21st century. 

Online listings are rife with amateur and even outright bad photography, lackluster 
descriptions, indecipherable jargon and outdated information.  Much of this has also leaked 
into traditional print marketing, again, because it’s easy to just use what’s in the MLS. More 
recently, MLS data (intended for agents) is being spewed into mobile marketing, which is 
really a disaster.  Like leprechauns and unicorns in children’s books, the existence of 
consumer-focused marketing is a myth in the real estate industry.   Consumers expect 
better. 

 

Visual Marketing – Missing In Action 

Real estate web sites have added a few bells and whistles for buyers, such as maps, charts 
and estimated values.  But ask any home buyer what they look at first when comparing 
online listings.  One answer is simple: Images are everything. PHOTOGRAPHS affect, move 
and motivate buyers, or in other words, they sell homes.   

With buyers spending most of their time online without an agent representing them yet, it’s 
more important than ever for the listing agent to get their attention. The first impression of 
a listing is created by its visual presentation on the web or mobile devices like an i-Pad.  Eye-
catching photographs of a home are the most visible reflection of good property marketing.  
They are critical in order to catch buyers’ attention, because the competition on the 
Internet is vast and fierce.    

Images have become a key marketing tool that draws prospective buyers to a listing and 
entices them to spend more time looking at it. After viewing dozens of listings online, it’s 
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the photographs that buyers will remember.  Yet, agents are still snapping photos with 
inexpensive cameras or even cell phones.  Today’s photography technology has simply 
made it quicker and easier to get bad photographs on the web.  And the way that MLS’s 
mangle photographs by compressing and watermarking them only makes bad photos even 
worse.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research data highlights the impact professional photography has on the perceived value of 
a property. Professional photography increases the perceived value of a home by nearly 13 
percent, according to a consumer survey by VHT. On a $500,000 home, this equates to an 
increase in perceived value of $65,000. The study also showed that consumers believed a 
home with professional photography was three times more likely to sell within the standard 
listing period than a home marketed with only descriptive information. 

 

 

http://www.vht.com/news/pr_08252008.aspx�
http://www.vht.com/news/pr_08252008.aspx�
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Consumer Expectations 

Today’s web-savvy consumers are accustomed to being dazzled by sharp, colorful, 
professional photography and elegantly designed retail sites.  They are used to features, 
functions and presentations that help them picture themselves wearing or using the 
merchandise they see on the web. 

Can you imagine going to a top retailer’s web site and seeing fuzzy, unfocused pictures of 
merchandise?  How much time would you spend shopping on a site that showed grainy or 
distorted photos with bad lighting?  Or photos with poor composition that appear hastily 
shot? 

You would be shocked to see a leading consumer brand such as Macy’s use anything less 
than vivid, full-color photographs in its online merchandising.  
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Can you imagine going to Target.com and finding underexposed images of models showing 
off the retailer’s current line of women’s wear?  

 

Would Mercedes put amateur-looking, blurry images of its new models on its site? 
Consumers wouldn’t waste any time clicking over to BMW, Lexus or Cadillac’s Websites!   
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Examples from Real Estate 

We all know that MLSs are full of poor quality pictures and that brokerages use these 
photographs on their sites every day. Such images are fine to share with other agents as a 
reference. But to present unprofessional photography to consumers is just plain, bad 
marketing.  As the Wall Street Journal reported recently, “poorly considered pictures (on a 
website) can hurt a company’s sales and reputation.”  

It’s not hard to understand how the real estate industry has let this happen - it’s the path of 
least resistance.  It was easier for agents and brokers to keep doing things the same old way 
than it was to invest the time and energy to reinvent real estate merchandising on the web.    

It’s a huge turn-off to consumers who are accustomed to a higher-quality user experience 
online.   For example, look at the two photos below, of the same living room.  Which one do 
you think would attract more showings?   
 

The dark, shadowy photo with a soft focus?  Or the high-resolution shot filled with light, 
vibrant colors and sharp details?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204791104577108754167617774.html?mod=e2tw�
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204791104577108754167617774.html?mod=e2tw�
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How about the dining room below?  Which photo presents the home in the best possible 
light?  The cramped-looking room with too much red tint in the picture? Or the bright, 
spacious room with true-to-life colors, gleaming floors and furnishings that look like they’re 
out of a high-end magazine?  

       

 

First impressions are everything 

The screen shot below is of an online listing of a condo that’s completely lacking in visual 
appeal.  The snapshots focus on a cramped foyer, interior hallways and a rather ordinary 
parking lot - rather than the living areas that are of most interest to home buyers.   
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Remember that consumers look at pictures first and form an immediate opinion of a listing 
(and the listing agent and brokerage representing the property) based on whether or not 
they like what they see. Even if a home is lovely, a poor photo may result in no showings, 
which ultimately leads to the dreaded “You need to lower your price.” 

 
The next screen shots of listings represent homes in Houston in a similar price range.  If you 
were a buyer, which listing would you look at first?  
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Next, here is a listing that offers plenty of images that are crisp, well-lit and professionally 
done.  But the property description is crammed with so much industry “shorthand” it will 
make a consumer’s head hurt trying to translate the goobledegook.   Consumers don’t think 
in jargon-speak or abbreviations.  A buyer who wants a home with modern amenities may 
be looking (and searching on Google) for a “renovated” property, but not a “gut-renov.” 

 

Descriptions such as “open flrpln” and “Roscoe Vlg home” make it harder for buyers to find 
this listing on Google because consumers are using everyday words to search for properties 
that match their criteria, such as “open floor plan” or “Roscoe Village homes for sale.”  

Don’t make consumers work so hard to figure out what you’re trying to tell them. Make it 
easy for them to find the type of home they’re looking for.  Or they will just give up and go 
elsewhere.  As outlined in VHT’s previous white paper series,  “The Winning Real Estate 
Brokerage,” the critical challenges facing brokers today are differentiating themselves in the 
eyes of the consumer, getting more search engine exposure, and offering buyers a superior 
way of searching online.  But brokers aren’t going to win this battle for home buyers by 
using the same clunky MLS data and bad photos as every other broker on the web. 

For example, drug companies don’t market their products to consumers the same way they 
do to physicians.  They use plain language when consumers are the audience and save the 

 

http://www.vht.com/news/pr_08252008.aspx�
http://www.vht.com/news/pr_08252008.aspx�
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medical jargon for the physicians.  If brokers and agents want to get consumers’ attention, 
they likewise need to tailor their marketing information for different audiences.   

 An MLS is fine for agents but consumer marketing demands consumer-friendly words, 
alluring images and well-crafted descriptions. Does that mean agents will have to enter 
some listing data twice?  Yes, but it’s a small price to pay for the reward of becoming 
recognized by consumers as the local real estate authority in their market.  

 
Let Google See You 

If you want to increase the number of visitors to your website, you also need to understand 
the basics of how search engines rank sites in their results.  Search engines such as Google 
are obsessed with determining the most authoritative source on a subject.  In order to do 
that, they seek out the original author of a relevant piece of content.  The site with the most 
unique and original information on a particular search topic (such as a particular home or 
neighborhood, etc.)  is typically ranked higher because Google considers it the most 
authoritative and relevant source.  

After agents upload their photos to the MLS, the database renames and resizes the photos 
and then syndicates them to hundreds of real estate sites on the Web. This makes it 
impossible for Google to determine the original source of those photos, and it also prevents 
brokerages from being ranked by search engines as the authorities on photos of their 
listings.  The solution to this problem is pretty simple: brokers need to put their own photos 
of their listings on their web sites.  Just by taking control of their photos, and by investing in 
professional quality photography, brokerages can set themselves apart from the wasteland 
of unappealing property photos on other real estate sites.  
 

Rethinking ‘search for a home’ 

Think about the first question consumers ask themselves (or get asked by an agent) when 
they are thinking of buying a new home.  It’s not “how many beds and baths do I need?”   
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Yet, because today’s online real estate experience is still driven by MLS data, that’s what 
they get asked on most real estate sites. The user experience is dictated by what data is 
available, not by what the consumer wants or how they think about a new home.  

Once a consumer does get past the archaic search mechanisms on most real estate sites, 
they are then confronted with an even worse experience:  the search results.  

The result of a consumer search on most real estate sites is a list of properties with 
thumbnail photos so small they serve no useful purpose whatsoever.  Clicking on any of 
those results typically leads to a page with a lot of MLS text and pictures from the MLS that 
are still quite small in size – usually only 320 pixels X 240 pixels – (which in the old days may 
have saved space and bandwidth but today just look ridiculous) and more and more are 
watermarked with the MLS copyright stamp.  Consumers, meanwhile, have high speed 
connections and big monitors and storage is cheap.  They want to see more detail about 
what the home looks like inside and out – so photographs should be presented as large as 
possible.  

On the other extreme, cramming 20 or 30 pictures of a property online ‘because I can’ is 
almost as bad as not having any photographs. The point of marketing is to feature a home’s 
most compelling selling points, not show every nook and cranny or six shots of the same 
room.  If the first thing a buyer sees is seven different angles of the living room, they’re 
probably never going to make it to the other 20 photographs. 

If an agent feels compelled to put up a couple of dozen pictures, they should at least help 
the buyer by showing up front the best shot of the kitchen, master bedroom, living room 
and master bath. Most users view six photographs on average – so make those first six the 
best.  
 

Biased search results 

Another problem with real estate search results on many of the national sites is that they 
aren’t ranked according to how well they fit the consumer’s search criteria.  They’re 
typically biased according to how the site makes money (for example, preferred listings and 
ad dollars).  And, buyers usually have cumbersome options in rearranging, comparing or  
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sorting search results, as they often do when searching for other purchases such as air fare 
or hotel rooms.  On real estate sites, consumers typically face a frustrating process of 
searching again and again, while trying various search tools.  
 

Conclusion 

The quality of the words and pictures you use on your website should reinforce your brand 
image. Poor photos and badly written copy will turn off potential buyers who are scanning 
property listings to decide which properties are worth investigating and which they’re going 
to take a pass on.  

We often hear that agents don’t spend much money marketing properties. But the reality is 
that they do, only it’s in the form of a split commission, not actual marketing. On a $300,000 
home, an agent may spend $9,000 acquiring a buyer, but instead of spending that 
themselves, they basically give it to another agent to use on their marketing. Granted it’s 
risk free, because it’s only spent if the home sells. But even a portion of that, used 
effectively, could fund some very effective and professional consumer marketing, to attract, 
not just ‘a’ buyer, but the ‘ideal’ buyer. 

Brokers and agents who continue using the MLS to power their property marketing on the 
Web will have a very hard time distinguishing themselves and their listings online.  This 
creates a huge opportunity for savvy real estate professionals who are willing to make an 
investment in reinventing real estate marketing.  This means throwing out the MLS data and 
redesigning their sites from the perspective of the consumer, not what’s readily available in 
an agent-to-agent database.  

Using information from the MLS for consumers may be convenient but it’s not marketing by 
a long shot. Marketing requires some level of expertise and professionalism.  (Sounds like a 
lot of listing presentations: “I’m an expert, I’m a professional, that’s why I get a full 
commission…”). Take the time and effort to differentiate your listings and yourself.  Think 
about the consumer when you’re putting photographs and data online. Your property 
marketing is the most visible reflection of your business – make it something that really 
affects, moves and motivates consumers to work with you. 
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